SELAMAT PAGI
INDONESIA
SNIERIOR HIGH SCHOOL

OUR PROFILE
SPI senior high school is a fully subsidized school that was built to give an opportunity for the orphans and unfortunate kids to continue their education. The students in this school come from every part of Indonesia with diverse background, tribe, religion, race, and culture.

“Together we learn to build our dreams and live with harmony, despite the difference, as a family.”

PERBEDAAN BANGSAKU

ADALAH KEKUATAN NEGERIKU

CATHOLIC

ISLAM

HINDU

CHRISTIAN

BUDDHA
Valuable Construction

Heaven is our purpose

Value is our life
Service is our habit
Integrity is our action
Courage is our decision
Passion is our soul
Creativity is our thinking
Grateful is our breath
Vision is our dream
Love is our language
Learning is our journey

PAKSA

Spiritual Quotient
Emotional Quotient
Intelligence Quotient
Adversity Quotient
Communication Quotient
Creativity Quotient
Financial Quotient
Action Quotient

Sekolah Menengah Atas
Selamat Pagi Indonesia
Selamat Pagi Indonesia Senior High School explores 9 Quotients as a foundation of life to every student.
LEARNING METHODS

20% THEORY
80% PRACTICE

Selamat Pagi Indonesia
High School, Practice:

PAKSA

PRAY
To apply religious values of each student.

KNOWLEDGE
To apply any knowledges and use it on daily basis.

ACTION
To train ourselves to work hard and work smart.

ATTITUDE
To be ethical in social interactions.

SKILL
To hone skills that have been obtained.
THE PARAMETER OF SUCCESS FOR STUDENTS AT SELAMAT PAGI INDONESIA SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL CAN BE SEEN FROM THEIR VALUE OF LIFE THAT IS EMBODIED IN THEIR DAILY BEHAVIORS.

VALUE IS OUR LIFE

HEAVEN IS OUR PURPOSE

PASSION IS OUR SOUL

VISION IS OUR DREAM

SERVICE IS OUR HABIT

CREATIVITY IS OUR THINKING

INTEGRITY IS OUR ACTION

LOVE IS OUR LANGUAGE

GRATEFUL IS OUR BREATH

COURAGE IS OUR DECISION

LEARNING IS OUR JOURNEY
OUR METHODS

IN CLASS THEORY

STUDYING IN JOGLO

DISCUSSION ON THE RIVERSIDE

WE ARE

OUT OF THE BOX GENERATION

LEARNING IN RESTAURANT

FUN SESSIONS IN THE GARDEN

LEARNING IN A ROUND CLASS
DOMESTIC LEARNING JOURNEY

Vacation is the best education

Medan
Bandung
Yogyakarta
Semarang
Pacitan
Surabaya
Lamongan
Pasuruan
VACATION IS THE BEST EDUCATION
INTERNATIONAL LEARNING JOURNEY

SINGAPORE

MERLION PARK

VACATION IS THE BEST EDUCATION

ORCHARD RD

MARINA BAY Sands

UNIVERSAL STUDIOS SINGAPORE

SEA AQUARIUM

MARINA GARDEN BY THE BAY

Study Tour

KAMPONG BAY

UNIVERSAL STUDIOS
INTERNATIONAL LEARNING JOURNEY

MACAU, CHINA, HONGKONG

VACATION IS THE BEST EDUCATION

DISNEYLAND

WINDOW OF THE WORLD
SHENZHEN - CHINA

HONGKONG

GRAND LISBOA - MACAU
INTERNATIONAL LEARNING JOURNEY

ROYAL CARIBBEAN CRUISE

VACATION IS THE BEST EDUCATION

PENANG - MALAYSIA

PHUKET - THAILAND
VACATION IS THE BEST EDUCATION
SELAMAT PAGI INDONESIA
SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL PROFILE

www.selamatpagiindonesia.org
Hotline: ( +62341 ) 512743
Didik +62 877 5988 6002 / Risna +62 812 3319 9919
Jalan Raya Pandanrejo No.2, Bumiaji
Batu, Jawa Timur 65332